Which Way, LA.?
The host of an amard-winning radio
progrim, luhich explores the psqche
of 10sflngeles, takes his own
personal iourneq through a
troubled paradise
bq Warren Onleq

My family thinks I’m crazy to live in L.A. The Olneys are into their sixth generation
in the very different world of Northern California. After the Civil War, my greatgrandfather came West to practice law, and he flooded the Bay Area with
descendents, many of whom are my cousins. My mother and sisters still live in
Berkeley. My own children and their children live in Mill Valley and San Jose. If I
want to see them, I have to go north. L.A. is not a place they want to visit.

Warren Olney, a veteran California broadcast journalist, hosts the awardwinning radio program “Which Way, L A . ” 7heprogra,m, which developed i n the
wake of the 1992riots and explores issues of importance to the region, airs on KCR WFM Suntu Monica.
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When I first moved here in 1972,
we all agreed I was coming to a land of
barbarous Philistines. But I needed to
learn the business of TV news, and L.A.
had become the major market in my
home state. I thought I could get what
I needed and quickly escape back to
the gentler civilization 1 came from.
Twenty-fiveyears later, I’mstill here, in
a place that is often infuriating and
ultimately baffling -but just too fascinating to leave. Too vast and too complicated to hold in a single thought, Los
Angeles embodies most of the major
challenges and opportunities facing
America in the next century.
For the moment, the big surprise is
how well Los Angeles is doing five
years after the “riot,” “rebellion,” or
“civil unrest” of 1992. Although there
still is controversy over what to call it,
there’sno doubt it was the most violent,
expensive and widespread disorder
America has seen in this century. But in
1997, the rate of crime has been dropping fast. The recession is over, and
unemployment is at “acceptable” levels. L.A.’s economy has survived the
end of aerospace, discovered high-tech
communications, and reorganized itself along entrepreneurial lines. L.A.
stands to dominate the industries of the
New World Order, and it is perfectly
positioned for international trade.
But there still is a pervasive uneasiness, even among those who were not
directly affected by rocks, bottles, gunfire or flame. We would like to believe
that it can’t happen here - but it did;
and the images brought to us by saturation television coverage remain in
our minds. It is not credible that such
alienation, so deeply felt by so many,
would disappear even in five years.
And there is much evidence that we are
increasingly different from one another.
In the 1980s alone, Greater Los
Angeles grew by three million people
-enough to populate a city the size of
Chicago. By the mid-’80s,78 languages
were being spoken at Hollywood High
School - “from Armenian to Zulu,’’a
vice principal told me then. In 1997,40
percent of the region is foreign born.
Some urban neighborhoods are barely
recognizable to people who lived in
them only a few years ago. Oncemonotonous suburbs are no longer
homogeneous. “The Ethnic Quilt,”
published by California State University, Northridge, identifies 34 ethnic
populations in Greater L.A. sizable
enough to have staked out geographi10

cal locations of their own. And all 34
have sufficient integrity that their socioeconomic status, occupational and industrial specializations can be described
and their different patterns of behavior
studied and compared. Many other
definable groups are here, too, although
they may be intact to lesser degrees.
But, despite the welcome improvement in the economy, it is not all that
comfortable under the “ethnicquilt.”In
a recent poll by Loyola Marymount
University’sCenter for the Study of Los
Angeles, 61 percent said another riot is
possible in the next five years, and they
cited race relations as their primary
source of concern. A similar number
felt that way in 1992.Much has changed,
but much has stayed the same.
In many quarters, there is nostalgia
for the “CaliforniaDream” first created
by the promoters and developers who
for so long have sold Los Angeles to
anyone who will buy. “I’mafraid that
Studio City will lose its small town feel,”
says the vice president of the Studio
City Residents Association. She is complaining about the $2.5 billion dollar
expansion proposed by Universal Studios, an attraction already comparable
to Disneyland in the millions of visitors
it brings to her neighborhood every
year. A leader of the Property Owners
Association in nearby Sherman Oaks
uses the same phrase at a charter revision commission meeting: “Wewant to
have a great city that has a small town
feel to it.”
Surrounded by a megalopolis of 15
million people, they invoke images that
have ceased to apply even to the rural
Midwest. But maybe the notion that it is
somehow possible to be insulated from
the larger environment is what allows
L.A. to endure. The same poll that
showed fear of more rioting in the

future also showed that respondents
were upbeat about their own neighborhoods. They did not think the trouble
would start close to home. Perhaps the
“small town feel” is the illusion that
makes L.A. liveable for many people.
But it still is an illusion.
“Los Angeles,” of course, is much
larger than one city - or even one .
county made up of 88 cities. It is a vast
region of mountains, deserts, river valleys and coastline, encompassing several climate zones and stretching from
Ventura to Moreno Valley, and from
Lancaster to Long Beach. Even Orange
County is one of the many places
collectively called “L.A.” They constitute a single region because they are all
parts of one of the world’s great economies, inextricably linked and utterly
dependent on one another. They are
served, as I learned so long ago, by a
single “media market,” and they share
the same popular culture through radio
and TV.
But, obvious as these interconnections may be, the residents of Greater
Los h g e l e s often are unwilling to recognize them. For the most part, as
William Fulton remarks in his aptly
named “TheReluctant Metropolis,”“we
have decided that we live somewhere
else.” The ever-more-distant suburbs
are full of people who very consciously
moved out, believing that smog, congestion and the other undesirable consequences of urban life would be somebody else’s problems Many of those
who stayed behind have petitioned to
have the names of their neighborhoods
changed, so they can deny that they live
in L.A. Others are moving behind walls,
as if gated communities can be selfsufficient as well as “safe.”
Bolstered by the argument that
smaller is better, movements are underway to break up the L.A. Unified School
District and even the city of L.A. Smaller
may be better, but bigger is what is real.
Fifteen million people aren’t just going
to go away, and whatever the emotional appeal of denial, it won’t help
prepare Los Angeles to cope with another reality that is often ignored. L.A.’s
millions are spread out over territory
that is geographically inappropriate for
one of the world’s great population
centers, and the resultant problems of
pollution, traffic congestion and an inadequate water supply are not susceptible to neighborhood solutions.They
will require consensus, cooperation and
concerted action region-wide.
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But the agencies assigned to the
immense tasks of finding those solutions are, for the moment, flapping
around like demented flamingos. The
Metropo1i’:an TransportationAuthority’s
13 elected board members want train
and bus r()ut(:s to go - almost literally
- in 13 tliffc:rent directions (see page
34). The Licr :asingly impatient federal
government is threatening to cut off
funds, and t i e promise of a regionwide tramit system to move goods and
people is in danger of devolving into
perpetual gridlock. Despite its worldwide reptiiatim for success in cleaning
the air, the South Coast Air Quality
Management District still is faced with
the nation’s ivorst air pollution, and it
seems to be losing its way among
disputes betm.een businesses and environmentaliststhat seemed only recently
to have b2er resolved. Always faced
with a shxtage of water, L.A. made
great strides i.1 conservation during the
drought 0;’th: 1980’s.But excess consumption is In the rise (leading my
northern cous ..nsto grumbleabout “our”
use of “their”Tvater), new pollutants are
being discwc red, and local water districts are lock2d in never-ending competition for that most precious of limited resource:.
So, a pro:ound question about the
future of Srtater L.A. is this: Will a
populatior. sc diverse, so divided and
so ambivalent have the emotional commitment and political will to contend
successfully ~ r i t hany one of the problems which Dotentially threatens its
way of life, 1 :t alone solve them all?
Given the record, it’s hard to be optimistic. Even ttiough fires, floods, dryspells and eari hquakes are periodically
devastating, o ir collective memory seldom lasts Ion;: enough to provide the
resources nee 3ed for long-term fixes.
In the s h x t run, troubling social
issues beg for attention. Economic inequality is an ongoing scandal. In the
city of L.A. alone, more people live in
fire-trap conwrted garages than populate the etttirc: city of Santa Monica.
Welfare reiorr n is widely expected to
force rnan:T fiimilies onto the street.
Disputes a 301 it immigration, affirmative action, an 1 bilingual education to name ju:)t a few - will continue to
dramatize ( )ur differences.
Most of these problems are visible
to some exter t all over America. But
nowhere ex.cel>tin Los Angeles are they
all present at once. With so many close
to the crisis point, L.A. - like it or not
JULY 1997

-will be forced to provide models for
the rest of the nation - for the rest of
the world, for that matter, much of
which already looks and behaves according to the images that originate
here. It is possible that L.A. can forge
from its growing diversity some new
American consensus, analogous to what
has occurred in the past, but more
complex - including, of course, those
who historically have been left out. The
energy, imagination and resources are
available here for such a great thing to

happen.
But we have looked on the face of
chaos, and we know what the alternatives are. Balkanization, decline and
eventual collapse are possible, too. Los
Angeles continues to be the source of
America’s worst nightmares as well as
its fondest dreams. As I tell my family in
Northern California,I can’tpredict what
will happen. But, with all that’s at stake
- including my own investment of 25
years - it’s worth sticking around to
find out what’s next.
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Population
1990 Census
Los Angeles County
City of Los Angeles

8,863,052
3,485,557

Projected Population Growth

1997(est.)

% Change 1991-97

9,488,200
3,681,700

7%
6%

Current

2000

2010

2020

9,488,200

9,889,000

11,274,600

12,795,100

Race/Ethnicity: 1995

Cities over 100,00 population
Los Angeles
Long Beach
Glendale

Los Angeles County

Torrance

Pomona
Pasadena
Santa Clara
Lancaster
Inglewood
El Monte
Palmdale
West Covina
Burbank
Norwalk

Statewide

3,681,700
441,700
195,600
141,500
141,400
138,900
131,400
123,200
117,300
115,100
114,900
103,400
102,500
100,900

Housing
Los Angeles County

Total
Single
Households Family
3,240,879

1,781,271

Mobile Multi-family Persons per
Homes
Household
55,675

1,403,933

3.005

Sources: CA Dept. of Finance, CA Dept. of Education. FBI Uniform Crime Statistics (City of L.A.). Economic Dev. Corp. of L.A. County
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The morphing
Forciblq waned of its
dependence on defense, the
economq of 10sAngeles Countq
si reinventinu itself.Can the
region whose decline sanh the
state's economq once again
become the engine that fuels
its long- term prosperitu?
"4

bq 5teve Scott

2

It baa almost becomea truism to dertolos Angel- and its
wurounding cities as being 'Momtoties for the 21s cenany.' h s hgeles, it seems, is at the center of an immense
mSClenCe proiecrwhichwiu dearrmn
' e whether a multi&, rnulri-ethnic,multi-cultunl, mulri-everyrhhrs sodety
CIil survive wuhout descedq into anwant civil srrik.
llmap event, from the rim of 1992 to the mayor's race of
IS sized up in terms of what it says about the success
ure of the "grand arperiment" in m u l t i - c u l e .
ethnic and cultunl ansformatlon of Los Angela
themmpkationsthatgrowfromthatansformation
- are as obvious to its residerys as they are to the
demolgrphers. But there's anofher transfonnatkm under
way in los Angeks County - an ecollomic transformation
that is as organic as the soddshiftand, at IeastpomtiaUy,

%

-
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